
MDC-70 Disk Control 
 
The Maselec MDC-70 is a control unit for Neumann VMS70 disk cutters. 
Its functions can be split into the following groups: 
 

1. Adjusting the levels. 
2. Setting up preview levels for lateral and vertical spread and depth. 
3. Monitoring of various disk functions. 
4. Meter feed 
5. VMS70 Remote Controls 
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1.  Levels 
  
1.1 Input Gain 
 
To understand how the input gain is adjusted the meter feed should be explained first. 
The MDC-70 has meter return and meter send connectors on the back panel. 

The meter signal that normally comes from the 
console, and is subject to meter offset, can be 
replaced by a signal that comes from the  
selected monitor source on the MDC-70. 

The meter will then show the level of either 
! Phono 
! Preview 
! Modulation 
! Cutter (SAL74 monitor) 

without meter offset i.e. 0VU = nominal level. 
The meter �takeover� can be activated by either 
depressing the �DISK� switch or automatically 
remote controlled from the console. 

By feeding the meters from the MDC-70, without meter
used to adjust the level to nominal 0dB disk level (relati

Please note that the input gain control is a 6-channel sw
1 Modulation 
2 Preview 
3 Monitor send level: Reversed gain relative to modu

This means that if you monitor: 
1 Modulation: The monitor level doesn�t change (with
2 Preview: The monitor level doesn�t change. 
3 Cutter: The monitor stays unchanged except if you 
4 Phono: The monitor level increases with decreased

allowing A/B comparisons of records and o
meter reading if the meter signal comes fro
_____________________________ 
 

 offsets, the INPUT GAIN can now be 
ve to your test record). 

itch that controls: 

lation and preview 

 different gain settings). 

select PU on the SAL74 
 gain (to the level used in your console) 
ther sources. This does not affect the 
m the MDC-70. 
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1.2  Relative Disk Level  (RDL) 
 
Further adjustment of the actual disk level should 
be done with the RDL.  

This control is a 6-channel switch that controls 
1 Modulation 
2 Preview 
3 Monitor send level: Reversed gain. 
 
To set up to cut at a specific level you: 
1 Set the input gain for 0VU 
2 Set the RDL to the level you want to cut 

You can also use the RDL to find the level that a disk has been cu
record, select PHONO (or CUTTER if you play the record on the 
adjust the RDL until you read 0VU on your meters. 
The RDL setting now represents the disk level. 
 
 
1.2 Fader 
 
The output level is further controlled 
by the Output fader and Cut switch. 
 
You can use an external (linear) 
fader by connecting it to the connector 
on the back panel and depressing 
the EXT FADER switch. 
 
This switch can alternatively be used 
as a hard bypass of the output fader. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Preview 
 
2.1 Lateral offset 
 
This control affects the mono level of the preview signal, which is
and depth computer. 
 
2.2 Vertical offset 
 
This control affects the difference (stereo) level of the preview sig
cutting pitch and depth computer. 
 
By using these controls you can control the preview in a similar w
 
The MDC-70 has an architecture that allows you to either use a fu
or a programme delay line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

t at. You simply play a 
Neumann turntable) and 
______________________ 

 used by the disk cutting pitch 

nal, which is used by the disk 

ay to the Neumann VMS80. 

ll 4-channel preview system 
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2.3 Architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A further advantage of this arrangement is that the le
(optimised) for all RDL settings. 
 
 
 
3.  Monitor 
 
3.1 Selection 
 
There are four different monitor sources that 
can be selected with large backlit switches. 
 

1 Phono 
2 Preview 
3 Modulation 
4 Cutter (SAL74 monitor) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Phono source (turntable) 
 
The phono source can be selected with a switch loc

1 VMS (Neumann PU) 
2 External turntable 

If VMS is selected the PHONO monitor switch 
closes a relay contact, which can be used to 
automatically switch the SAL74 monitor output 
to PU. It selects SAL74 (Cutter) as monitor source. 

 

 

 

___
-70 

 

vel through the delay remains the same 

ated 

   Use this way to connect time-offset 
           split outputs from DAWs. 
on the back panel: 
____________________________ 
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3.3 External Phono level 

The gain of the external Phono input can be set, 
with a second switch on the back panel,  
for either �10dBu or +4dBu sources. 
 
There are two trims on the front panel that can be 
used to trim the external phono input. 
This can be used to adjust the playback level for 
various cartridges so that correct A/B comparisons 
can be made. 

Turning the controls fully CCW bypasses the trims (end-stop s
 
 
4.  Meter Feed 
 
4.1 Source 
 
The meter feed, connected to the Meter 
Return connectors, is normally sent 
to the meters unless the DISK switch is 
depressed (see above 1.1). 
 
The DISK switch can be activated 
automatically from the console by feeding 
a remote control signal to the MDC-70. 

When used with a Maselec MTC-2 
console, a standard RS232 cable links the 
systems. 
 
 
4.2 Test 
 
The TEST switch changes the meter output level 
by  adding extra gain in the meter feed circuit. 

The gain increase can be specified to match the 
level of your test (reference) record. 
 
The front panel trims can alternatively be used to  
adjust the �TEST� meter gain (option). 
 
 
 
 
 
5 VMS70 Controls 
 
The VMS70 remote functions can 
be controlled from the MDC-70 and replicates 
a standard Neumann remote control. 
 
The backlit switches also act as indicators 
of VMS70 functions which is useful when 
the VMS70 is controlled from the lathe. 
 
 
 
 
 

witches). 
________________________ 



 
6.  Connections 
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6.1 External Fader 
 
You can connect and use an external (linear) fader instead of the standard rotary control. 
The �external fader� connector has +/-18V available for powering buffer amps. 

 
External fader, 15 pin D connector (socket): 

1 From fader left + 9 Ground 
2 From fader left - 10 Ground 
3 To fader left 11 Ground 
4 +18V 12 Ground 
5 -18V 13 Ground 
6 To fader right 14 Ground 
7 From fader right + 15 Ground 
8 From fader right - 

 
 
6.2 Tape / MXF-1 link 

You can connect Cross Fade units (Maselec MXF-1) to this connector 
for automatic A/B cross fades. 

You can also connect Tape Remotes to this connector for VMS70 controlled start and stop. 
 

Tape Remote, 9 pin D connector (plug): 

1 AUTO (x-fade) 6 START (tape) 
2 AUTO 0V reference 7 STOP (tape) 
3  8 Remote common post 
4  9 Remote common pre 
5  

 
 
6.3 Tape and Indicators 

Indicators (tallies) that can be used to remotely show the status of 
the Tape machine and MDC-70 levels. 

Tape Remotes can be connected to this connector for VMS70 controlled start and stop. 
The Tape Start/Stop functions, pins 6-9, are wired in parallel with the Tape / MXF-1 link 
connector (6.2) 
 

Tallies, 9 pin D connector (socket): 

1 DISK +LED 6 START (tape) 
2 TEST +LED 7 STOP (tape) 
3 ADJUST +LED 8 Remote common post 
4 TAPE Remote +LED 9 Remote common pre 
5 -LED common 
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6.4 Neumann 
 
All remote controls and tallies to / from the VMS70 is connected to this connector. 
It also has Modulation and Preview (alternative, separately buffered outputs) 
that can be used for the VMS70 pitch computer. 

 
Neumann, 37 pin D connector (plug): 

1 Auto logic input 20 Auto 0V ref (ground) 
2 Time switch 21 P.U. switch (NO) 
3 Time tally 22 P.U. switch (COM) 
4 Echo switch 23 Start switch 
5 Echo tally 24 Start tally 
6 Stop switch 25 Fast switch 
7 Stop tally 26 Fast tally 
8 Tally common 27 Switch common 
9  28  
10  29  
11  30  
12  31  
13  32  
14 Start 33 Stop 
15 Preview left + 34 Remote common 
16 Preview left - 35 Ground 
17 Ground 36 Mod left + 
18 Preview right + 37 Mod left - 
19 Preview right - 

 
 
 
6.5  MTC Monitor Link 
 
This connector can be used to automatically engage the DISK switch  (1.1 and 4.1). 

You can set up the MDC-70 to respond automatically when the AUX input, which is used on the 
MTC-2 (to monitor the MDC-70), is selected as monitor source. 

This means that when you monitor the MDC-70, the disk switch lights up and the meter is fed 
from the MDC-70. 

The link inputs can be used with any source that switches to >3V DC. 

Internal switches selects between AUX 3, AUX 4 or AUX 5 (pin 3, pin 4 or pin 16). 
  
   MTC-2 link, 25 pin D connector (socket): 

1  14  
2  15  
3 AUX 3 16 AUX 4 
4 AUX 5 17  
5  18  
6  19  
7  20  
8  21  
9  22  
10  23  
11  24  
12  25  
13  
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7.  Block diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject to change without notice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mases Electronics Ltd 
Bishopswood, Cannon Hill Close, Bray, Berks SL6 2DH, U.K. 

Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1628-770 104 
E-mail: info@maselec.com 

Web: http://www.maselec.com/ 
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